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CASE STUDY - CHINESE TYPEWRITER

The complexity of modern society requires communication

between person and person, business and business, office and

office, and so on. In the Western world, machines such as type

writers, teletypes, type-setting devices, and the like have been

invented to meet the need. Typewriters become a necessary tool

for many professions and persons and standard equipment for any

type of office. Type-setting devices make newspaper and book

publishing a comparatively high speed operation.

Such is not the case in China. For centuries, copy writers

have been employed to do most of these chores by long-hand with

brushes and ink. Even for large volume publishing, manuscripts

are copied by long-hand and type boards are set up by trained

hands, picking lugs from shelves that occupy no less space than

a medium-size room. The limit on speed for such process can

well be imagined.

Devices for printing Chinese characters have long been

studied by many designers. But the great number of characters

that are related to each other in no simple manner yet are

required for correspondence or adequate written transmission of

the Chinese language has made it difficult to design such

devices. The principal reason for the failure is the Impossi

bility of providing enough types to print all the characters

required for the language and at the same time of providing a

simple, quick, and reliable means for selecting the desired

characters and components.
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I To give an idea of the size of the Chinese vocabulary, the

Kang-Hsi Dictionary lists about forty-three thousand characters.

Modern student dictionaries contain from ten thousand to fifteen

thousand words. Survey estimates the minimum number of words for

ordinary commercial use to be more than twenty-three hundred.

The present classifications or arrangements of the characters are

arbitrary and unsatisfactory. Inasmuch as the Chinese charac

ters are so complex, a simple and logical classification system

has not been found.

Typing boards have been in use for many years, but they do

not compete with copy-writers because of their 3iow speed. In

recent years several noteworthy proposed designs for typewriters

have been disclosed. These schemes have certainly taken long

strides towards realization of a more satisfactory device.

However, there is ample room for ingenuity either on the method

of arrangement of the characters or on the mechanical construc

tion of such devices.

As far as other printing machines and the like are concerned,

comparatively little has been done to date.

The Chinese Language is one of the only pure languages

surviving the branding force of time. The written language con

sists of individual words called characters (^). The charac
ters are monosyllabic and pictographic ideograms; standing

alone, each ideogram can convey to the mind an isolated picture.

A character comprises three basic elements thought, sound,

and form. In order to understand the Chinese language one must

have a clear insight into the structures of these characters and

be able to write them in the correct order of strokes.
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The first standard work on the Chinese etymology

Oftj iLfify^) was done by a scholar named Hsii Shen (%ifi^;)i
which was not printed until 120 A.D. He first divided all the

characters into two classes: simple figures (^) and compounds

(^ ). He then synthesized the entire language under six head

ings. For simple figures, there were Pictographs ($L%^ )
imitative symbols that imitated the appearances of things, and

Indicatographs (^ lb ) indicative symbols that expressed

an action, quality, or events. For compounds, there were Phono

grams (^j $£•) phonetic compounds In which one part stood
for the sound or pronunciation while the other stood for the

meaning, and Ideograms (^"^) logical combinations in which
each part of the character contributed to the meaning of the

whole. These formed the basic elements In the derivations of

characters. From these elements, elaborations of characters

such as Extensographs (jfft$£) and Borrowed words (^JL'Ta)
developed. A great majority of the Chinese characters were

shown to be compounds of two elements: radicals, indicative of

meaning, and phonetics, indicative of pronunciation. These ele

ments, then, may be considered as the molecules of the charac

ters. Examples of the six headings are illustrated in Table I.

Although the Chinese language has no alphabet, a hint to

its counterpart may be found in the strokes. These strokes

that make up each character constitute its atomic structure, in

the same sense as the alphabet in the English language. There

are six fundamental stroke movements in the Chinese language;
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PiCTOGRAPHS £?

$L*} ft

INDKATOGRAPHS -j^

i%^ -t.
T

PHONOGRAMS

•itj rp

IDEOGRAMS

0 Ali

it

TABLE I

sun)

moon)

mountain)

water)

wood)

large)

above)

below)

two)

three)

freeze )

ocean )

speak)

taste)

east)

sky)

root)

tip)

EXTENSOGRAPHS J^ (source)

$% >i ^
BORROW WORDS %7Q (matter)

^ (crowd)

ETYMOLOGY

J>

-¥-
L. a man stretching out.

from the radical -— (one or the great divide);
on top of it is above and under is below.

number of matters present.

s means ice and <pj_ indicates sound.

means water and Jfc- indicates sound.

-5f means words and yf_j indicates sound.

C2 means mouth and jh_ indicates sound.

the sun rising through the woods.

above the earth and all.

below the tree.

on top of the tree.

extented from J}^_ which means water origin.

extented from y£ which means old or aged.

$ is a variation of J+- which mean-s -a cow;
borrow cow to represent matter. ty indicates
sound.

from sheep j^- who stay fn groups. t£
indicates sound.
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from these are derived thirty-eight basic strokes. These strokes

can be identified in all the characters. These strokes are

shown in Table II:

Table II, Basic Strokes

Stroke movement

1• Dot (Jft )

2. Horizontal (i$P)

3. Vertical (^ )

4. Downstroke to the left (;$&)

5. Downstroke to the right ($r)

6. Angle ($] )

Fundamental

J

Variations

• I l ) J

^^ V.

l •> 7 -7 V

The basic form of a character is a square. Strokes are

located within an imaginery square to constitute a sense of

symmetrical or asymmetrical balance. Thus, these strokes are

found to be of different sizes, depending on their locations

in the square. A simple figure occupies the whole square. In

compounds, elements are put together in various ways. Common

forms are shown as follows:

D
• •

• CD
u •
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I The order of writing the strokes of a character seems to always

follow a sequence pattern. A standard sequence in writing each

character, similar to the spelling of the English words, has been

unconsciously established for reasons unknown. Five general

rules can be written down as a guide in writing:

Rule 1. From top to bottom.
Rule 2. From left to right.
Rule 3> From outside to inside.
Rule 4. Horizontals and rectangles before verticals.
Rule 5* Downstrokes to the left before downstroke to

the right.

Illustrations of these rules are shown in Table III.

Table III

Rule 1. From top to bottom:

I n fl A J | JL (to see)
- -z - (numeral three)

- + _i_ M. j%- j£ (old or aged)

Rule 2. From left to right.

' * i f ft # ii & U UrflPflej (skin)
) jl Jij (stream)

Rule 3. From outside to inside:

L. Q ~%r ^r •# (mother)

I H PJ R 0 (prisoner)
Rule 4. Horizontals and rectangles before verticals:

v" r7 «* j£? j@», * (vehicle)

\ n a ^ (middle)
Rule 5. Downstrokes to the left before downstrokes to the

right:

J J^ (human)

* -*" ? t P JL <dress>
6
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Notice that a character is usually complicated enough to

require application of a combination of these rules. In case

where there are conflicts among rules the order as given governs

Scholars believe that such standard sequence in writing is

inherent in the nature of the language and in the art of calig-

raphy. The rules in writing are taught in schools. However,

unlike English words, a mispelling In the sense that standard

sequence of strokes in writing a character is not followed does

not alter the ultimate appearance of the character. To a lay

man such strict procedures seem unimportant and writing sequence

many times is developed through habits. Nevertheless, except

for ambiguous details, the above rules are generally followed.

Owing to the vast number of individual characters In the

language the need for a rational method of classification,

primarily for the purpose of library cataloguing and diction

ary indexing, was realized early in the Chinese history. A

system derived from the work of Hsii Shen was based on roots

named radicals. The original number of radicals was five hun

dred and forty. Through the years, simplifications were made.

At the end of the seventeenth century, the May's Chinese Dic

tionary (Jtfg- &^%$fr) and tne more well-known Kang-Hsi Diction-
ary (/4 $£ 3r $k )* named after a famous emperor of the Ching
Dynasty, reduced the number to two hundred and fourteen. The

Radical system dominated the Chinese classification work till

the turn of the century.
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Due to the constraint of the Classics called "the Six

Books" and the influence of the Kang-Hsi Dictionary, Chinese
scholars failed to realize the urgent need of a better system.

It was the foreign scholars who were interested in the Chinese

civilization that felt this need. Ironically enough, It were

they that reopened the frontier of index study and plunged forth

with such well-devised systems such as Rosenberg's Five-Last

Stroke system and Poletti's Bi-radical system. In 1929, thirty-

seven new methods were on record. But by 1933 the number boomed

to seventy-seven. The new methods were in general based on one

or more of the inherent characteristics of the language. The

different principles are outlined as follows:

I. Phonetics-- invention of forty phonetic alphabets.

II. Forms—

1. Radicals

2. Order of strokes

3• Number of strokes

4. Numerical— arbitrary coding by numerical systems.

Each of these methods represents a long research and well thought

out scheme. Each has its merits and shortcomings. But due to

the complexity and -unusual nature of the Chinese language, none

is considered by all as logical and satisfactory. Discussion

of the relative merits will not be presented here. Since a

coding system is essential to the development of a typewriter

and the like, methods that offer possibilities as coding systems

are described briefly in the following. Examples are referred

to Table IV.

8
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I. By Radicals: (£p -|f :£ )
All characters are classified under two hundred and

fourteen radicals. Under each class of radicals, char

acters are grouped by the number of additional strokes,

besides those that form the radical, necessary to com

plete the character.

It must be noted that the two hundred and fourteen

radicals have no natural sequence and the number of

characters under each stroke group may easily run up to

a large number. For high speed typewriting this system,

as it is, is not practical. However, it does form a

good source for derivation of possibly improved systems.

II. By Phonetic alphabets: (^--£-j| >£}
Attempts to standardize phonetic pronunciation of the

Chinese language were officially experimented with before

the Second World War. Forty phonetic alphabets were

adopted. Although there was not enough time to prove its

merits, it offered a very good possibility for the pur

pose of typewriters and the like, provided a standard

phonetic spelling can be recognized and standardized.

III. By number of strokes: (^t %£_ -;£ )
The simplest Chinese character has one stroke while

the most complex one has as many as thirty-eight strokes.

Thus, all the characters may be arranged into classes of

from one to thirty-eight strokes. Of course, most of the

characters fall into classes between three strokes and

twenty strokes.

10



Again duplications under some stroke class are too

large in number. Therefore, the system, as it is, is

not adequate for the purpose of a typewriter. Further

more, counting the number of strokes of each character

before typing is not ideal for high speed typing.

IV. By Order of strokes: (# j$: ?3fc\
One of this class of methods is the First-stroke sys

tem ( Ix. J-t -4" "^? ) in which all characters are classi

fied into four class of first strokes ( * J s and

—— ). The system is based on the unwritten laws of

stroke sequences mentioned in the earlier pages. Strokes

are classified by the afore-mentioned thirty-eight basic

strokes.

The major disadvantage of this method is the fact that

it requires an uneven number of strokes to distinguish

words without duplication. With the present day develop

ment in electronic swithcing circuits, this system offers

the brightest possibility for electronic devices. How

ever, since the number of the commonly used words is about

twenty-three hundred this system might be good for a

mechanical typewriter also.

V. By numerical codes: (-§/%_, %ffy ?£)
1. The Four-digit code:

This code is adopted by the Chinese telegraph

system. Combination of four digits gives a maximum

space for just under ten thousand characters. A

typewriter was invented by Kao Chung-Chin based on

11



this code; which will be described in the following

pages.

2. The Four-corner system: ( <SD $] %/n^^fy J
The system was first published in 1926 by its

inventor, Wong Yun-Wu, Editor-in-chief of the

Commercial Press, Ltd. of China. It was the first

attempt to analyze a character purely on its appear

ance. The principle was to observe part of a charac

ter instead of the whole and to consider the quality

of strokes instead of the quantity. By properly

noticing the four corner strokes, a character is

translated into a numerical code. The major advan

tage is that it enables a layman or even a foreigner

who has no understanding of the language to locate a

character by visual observation and an understanding

of the following rules of the system:

Rule I: Ten classes of corner strokes are

defined arbitrarily in Table V.

Rule II: Strokes or part of a stroke on the four

corners are in the following order:

1. the upper left corner

2. the upper right corner

3- the lower left corner

4. the lower right corner.

For example:

il & k%
2 8 a'. 5 8 1

12



Rule III: Whenever the upper or lower part of

a character has only one stroke, that

stroke whatever be its position is taken

for the left corner, while the right

corner is represented by a zero. If

part of a stroke has been taken as a

corner, any other part of the same

stroke taken as another corner shall be

represented by a zero. For example:

•*• x
I O a'o 03

Rule IV: When there are no other strokes to the

four corners of such radicals as

f^ o f% ,the strokes inside
these radicals shall be taken to repre

sent the lower corners. For example:

4. 3 1 z 4 o t a

Rule V: Characters whose four corners are

exactly the same may be subdivided by a

supplementary corner which shall be the

stroke just above the lower right corner

and whose end shall be covered by no

other stroke. For example:
4 1 4 1 717 ^

*%-* *£+ &ll S£o
'III 7777

4-iH'G 4HI.4- 7777-7 7777.0

13



When a standard printed form is used, five num

bers, representing the four corners and the supple

mentary corner, are enough to differentiate the

several thousand commonly used words. It represents

a good possibility as a coding system for typewriters

and the like. For more details of this system, ref

erence to the bibliography i3 advised.

Typing machines for the Chinese language, one kind or

another, had been in existence for many years. It is more of a

typing board rather than the completely mechanized version of

the Western typewriter. Various models produced by different

manufacturers, Including the Chinese as well as the Japanese,

are similar In operating principle. The major deviations lie in

the arrangements of the character lugs on the type board. A

typical arrangement of 2380 character lugs on a lug board is

shown by the chart in Figure 1.

A typical model of this kind is shown in Figure 2. It is a

recent A-L model of the "Universal Chinese Typewriter" produced

by the Nippon Typewriter Company, Ltd. in Japan in 1952. The

typing mechanism comprises a typing arm, on which a holder for a

character lug is attached, an inking device, a pickup pointer,

and a control bar knob. The entire mechanism rides on a carriage

which has freedom of movement forwards and backwards along the

side rails of the base. The typing mechanism is also capable of

horizontal side-to-side movement on the carriage. This freedom

of movement enables the operator to locate proper lugs anywhere

on the lug board. The lug board is a tray with slots to hold

14
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4000 character lugs. A lug is a steel type of 1/4" square cross-

section and 1-1/4" long with a character molded on one end. The

slots have an opening at the bottom so that a pickup pointer is

used to push the lug out. The paper roller and its entire mech

anism are attached to the carriage with the typing mechanism.

The paper mechanism is similar to that of a standard English

typewriter, except for the fact that the indexing device can be

adjusted for typing horizontally or vertically.

The operator, holding the control bar knob, moves the car

riage to locate the character lug. When the proper lug is

located, the control bar knob starts off the impression process.

As the knob is depressed, the following steps occur in sequence:

the pickup pointer pushes the lug out of the slot; the holder

engages the lugj and the typing arm swings the lug up and against

the paper to make the impression, the lug being inked by the

inking device along the way. After the impression is made, the

control bar knob is released and the typing arm falls back and

returns the lug back to the slot. At the same time the control

bar sets off the index mechanism to displace the paper one let

ter space. The process of typing one character is completed.

The process is slow as Its speed depends on how fast the operator

can locate the wanted lug among the 4000 lugs. The manufacturer

claims that an experienced operator can attain a speed of over

three thousand words an hour. Carbon copies can be made up to

15 copies. The important feature is that the index mechanism can

be adjusted for typing horizontally from left to right or from

right to left as well as vertically from top to bottom.

17
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In recent years, several proposals for improved coding

systems as well as for an improved design of a typewriter were

disclosed. Some of these are found among the U. S. patents. Of

these, two of the most recent ones deserve more attention. They

are Inventions by Chung-Chin Kao and by Lin Yutang.

Chung-Chin Kao's Chinese Language Typewriter

This is probably the first completely mechanized typewriter

for the Chinese language. The typewriter, first produced to

type 6000 Chinese characters, is capable of typing a maximum of

10,000 characters. The few existing units provide a collection

of 5378 common characters, and 100 commonly used symbols, and

the English Alphabet and numerals. The entire body of the

Chinese characters is divided into three sections of; 1000 most

frequently used words, 3096 less frequently used words, and 1182

sparingly used words. The frequency distribution of occurrence

of these three sections in daily use is given in Figure 3a.

Selection of characters is based on a numerical system in

which an arbitrary four-digit code is assigned to each character,

The numbers between 0000 to 0999 are assigned to the 1000 most

used words. (See Figure 3b.) The four-digit code is similar to

the system mentioned earlier; thus, it is not entirely unknown

to the public. However, it does require that the operator mem

orize the code for at least the most frequently used words and

to refer to a key to the code from time to time. The typing

process can be quite laborious.

Figure 4 shows a schematic view of the machine. The prin

cipal construction features are given In Figures 5 and 6. The

18
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STATISTIC STUDY

OF

THE FREQUENCY OF CHARACTERS

IN DIFFERENT SECTIONS

WITH RESPECT TO

3 MAIN FIELDS OF LITERATURE

1000
HIGH

FREQUENCY
CHARACTERS

S092 LOW
FREQUENCY CHARACTERS

1186
SPARE

CHARACTERS

SECTION
S *• «• " SECTION A- - SECTION B - -

TELEGRAPH

Mb*

SECTION C

1%

CORRESPONDENCE

8% 1%

NEWSPAPER

14% *%

\;jmmmim<^gag iz^emum-

This specific arrangement of Chinese characters enables the machine
to be operated at high speed (40 to 50 characters per minute), also,
facilitates the training of operators so that only those characters In
Section A are required to be memorised. An operator, after studying
the Instruction book for two months, will be able to operate the type
writer at a speed of 20 words per minute and become experienced
within 4 months to reach maximum speed.

Fig. 3a 19





key board consists of four rows of keys, A, B, C, and D, and a

key T, and a spacer S. Paper 2 is held In a tubular holder 4

and along supports 8 and 9- It is fed upwards by line feed

wheels 12 and 13. Impressions are made by the hammer 1 striking

the paper 2 against the proper type on the horizontal drum 3 of

course with an inked ribbon between the paper 2 and the drum 3*

The character types are permanently set on the surface of

the cylindrical drum 3 which is divided into 100 circumferential

coordinate divisions and 60 axial coordinate divisions. The two

coordinates constitute the 6000 unique positions. A selective

carriage 15 slides along the axial coordinate and carries the

hammer assembly and the paper carriage assembly along with this

movement. The selective carriage 15 is normally homed to the

extreme left by a spring tension cord 22 and is powered to move

to the right by a spring motor 28 which is normally wound up but

disengaged from the driver gear 29 by shiftable clutch arrange

ments 28a and 30. When a key on the A scale and a key on the B

scale are depressed in sequence, the selective carriage 15 moves

towards the right as the spring motor 28 is engaged until stopped

by the selected pin 27 actuated by the selective mechanism 60,

64, 63, 65, 66, and 68. Thus, the proper axial coordinate is

selected. The drum 3 is normally homed by a spring tension cord;

but is capable of rotation being powered through a driving chain

42 by a spring motor 45 which is normally wound up but is disen

gaged from the driving shaft 48 by the shiftable mechanisms 46

and 47. When a key on the C scale and a key on the D scale are

depressed in sequence, the drum 3 rotates as the motor 45 is

21
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RULES AND SUPPLEMENTARY RULES

Rule I. Strokes are divided into ten classes, each represented
by a figure, as in the following table:

NO. CLASS

Head

i Horizontal
stroke

Vertical
stroke

Dot

Cross

5 Inserted
stroke

6 Rectangle

Angle

8 Eight

Small

FORMS OF

STROKES

U V*

D)
>» V

X +

*
p

i l r

EXAMPLES

gj^tr

J->JW)
r3* r*^~

&$%
<4 ®

•03 ^ ^

&
^•\%

EXPLANATION

Combination of an inde
pendent dot with an inde
pendent horizontal stroke

Including the horizontal, the
upward-slanting, and the
right-bending strokes.

Including the vertical, the
left-slanting, and the left-
bending strokes

Including the dot and the
right-slanting stroke

Two strokes intersecting
each other

A stroke passing through
two or more strokes

A rectangle or square

The place where a hori
zontal and a vertical stroke
meet together

Two strokes opposite each
other, forming the shape
of the character A and
its corruoted forms

In the shape of the char
acter /J* , or some shape
similar to it

Note. With the exception of Classes l, 2, and 3, all are compound
strokes. For practrcal use, take as many compound strokes as possible. For
instance, «*• is represented by o, not by 3; A by 8, not by 2 and 3, etc.
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engaged until the selected pin 27', through the selective mech

anism 6l!, 64•, 63', 65', 66•, and 68', stops the corresponding

helical cam 52 on shaft 44. The circumferential coordinate i3

located. The operations of the selective mechanism are illus

trated in Figure 5. The A, B, C, and D keys are of the locking

type that stay locked in the depressed position; thus, holding

the selected coordinates. The keys must be depressed in the

mentioned order; then, key T is depressed. Upon this operation,

the hammer 1 is actuated through linkage 29 to 37 to strike

against the paper and the drum, thus, making the impression. At

the same time, the key T also releases the locked keys and allows

the drum 3 and the selective carriage 15 to home and to set the

stage for the next operation. As the selective carriage is

homed, it trips the toggle link 23d and lowers ratchet bar 17

momentarily, allowing the paper carriage 5 to displace one let

ter space with respect to the hammer 1 and the selective car

riage 15• The paper carriage 5 is capable of this index

displacement on the selective carriage 15 by means of a self

winding spring motor 19 and a mechanism common to most type

writers of the English language. Also, a spacer bar S and

linkage can index the paper carriage 5 without the necessity of

going through the entire process of impression.

The above machine operates entirely on mechanical linkages,

detents and spring motors. The machine is also made to operate

with simple electric relays and electric motors. A schematic

diagram of the electrical version is shown in Figure 7. For fur

ther details, bibliography is referred to.
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It is to be noted that the typing is done horizontally from

left to right. The line being typed is out of sight until the

entire line is finished and moved up. Thus, a mistake can not

be detected until then.

The inked ribbon can be used only once; therefore, no auto

matic ribbon reversing mechanism is provided. When the roll of

ribbon is finished, the machine is locked from operation until a

new ribbon is replaced. Carbon copies are limited to two, in

addition to the original. For more copies, a special stencil is

used.

Lin Yutang's Ming Kwei Typewriter

Lin noted that the greater part of the Chinese characters

could be divided into left-hand components or classifiers and

right-hand components or phonetics. These characters might be

called simple composite, words. He worked out some seventy to

eighty classifiers and thirteen hundred right-hand components;

from which a great number of characters could be classified.

However, many words did not conform to such simple division;

rather, their arrangements of components were reversed or more

complex. He, thus, developed a classification of characters or

their components by referring to configurations of strokes at

the top and at the bottom of each character. Examples are given

in Table IV.

His method was to print the simple composite words by parts

and all others in whole. Whether by parts or in whole, each

character or component was coded into classes by the configura

tion of strokes at the top or top-left in case of doubt and the

27
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configuration of strokes at the bottom or right-bottom. Each

class, he worked with in more than eight thousand words, had no

more than eight words. This arbitrary system permitted the key

board to be simplified and to have only thirty-six keys corre

sponding to the top configurations and twenty-eight keys

corresponding to the bottom configurations. Besides those, eight

printing keys which were also selecting keys for each class were

used. For selecting words from each class a visual selecting

device was provided. The operator then noted the number of the

desired word in the class and depressed the printing key corre

sponding to that number. The keyboard is shown in Figure 8.

For simple composite words, the left-hand classifier is to

be printed first. A key corresponding to the top configuration

of this classifier is depressed; in response to this operation,

classifiers having the same configuration are shown in the vis

ual selecting device. The number of duplications to be expected

is shown on the keys 12 to 47 in Figure 8. A printing key cor

responding to the desired classifier after the visual selection

by the operator is depressed to effect the impression. Upon

the operation of only two keys, the paper carriage does not

index, inasmuch as the character will not be completed until the

right-hand component is printed adjacent to the left-hand clas

sifier. The operation to print the right-hand component follows.

A key for the top configuration and a key corresponding to the

bottom configuration of the right-hand component are depressed

in succession; in response to this operation, words in this class

are shown in the visual selecting device. A key corresponding

-
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to the desired word in the class is depressed to effect the

impression, and at the same time to cause the paper to index.

To achieve the effect of coherence and integration of the two

components, the invention arranges it so that the left-hand com

ponent will occupy approximately two-fifths of the square and

the right-hand component will occupy the other three-fifths. At

times, overlapping between the two components is made to achieve

the same effect.

For the whole characters, procedures of depressing three

keys as in the case of the right-hand component of a simple com

posite word are followed.

A picture of the typewriter is shown in Figure 9« The

type-bearing drum C is shown in details in Figure 10. It com

prises six cylindrical units I to VI and each unit has six

octagonal type bars. These correspond to the thirty-six keys 12

to 47 in Figure 8. Each octagonal type bar may contain twenty-

nine type rings axially. The middle rings contain the seventy

to eighty classifiers while the other twenty-eight rings corre

spond to the twenty-eight keys 50 to 76 in Figure 8. Each of

the latter rings has eight types on the circumference of the bar;

these types correspond to the eight printing keys 77a to 77b in

Figure 8. The combination of twenty-nine rings and the six type

bars of each unit provides 8352 spaces for types. Each key for

top configuration locates the correct unit by stops on the cam

member 127 in Figure 10 and the correct type bar by stops on the

cam member 113 ana tne connected pinion gear such as 115- Each

key for bottom configuration locates the correct ring by letting

-
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the paper carriage D move sidewise along the axial direction of

the drum C and stopping It at a location opposite to the correct

ring. A printing or selecting key rotates the type bar to the

correct type on the circumference. The paper carriage normally

homes in the middle opposite the rings for the classifiers.

Thus, if only one of the keys from 12 to 47 and one of the eight

printing keys are depressed, a classifier is impressed and the

indexing mechanism is not actuated.

Power Is supplied by an electric motor or spring-motor.

The supply linkage system is shown in Figure 11. The motor 400

runs continuously and power is transmitted from 401 to 402 to

shaft 282. The multiple epicyclic gear train enables sprockets

406 and 408 to rotate freely relative to the shaft 282 or to be

driven by the latter. Sprocket 406 drives the drum by shaft 87

and the cam member 113 by sleeve 415• Sprocket 408 drives a

braking or slip-clutch device 418. The clutch In turn drives

bevel gears 225 and 226 which is connected to the carriage drive

chain 222. Thus, in operation, shaft 282 is driven continuously,

with the result that the sprockets 406 and 408 tend to be driven.

However, when the shaft 87 and the sleeve 415 are restrained

against rotation, the drive must take place to the clutch 4l8.

Then the chain 222 is restrained, the power of the motor dissi

pated through the braking mechanism of the clutch 4l8.

For other details of construction refer to the bibliography.

An improved selecting device includes a dummy drum on which

all the characters of the original drum C are imbedded and an

optical magnifying mechanism. Details of Its construction are

to be referred to bibliography.
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This typewriter is the latest disclosure to date. Although

its construction is the most complex, it is capable of typing

more words than any other before and at reasonably high speed.

The most important development is the new system of coding or

classifying a large number of characters. The extension of this

system to the design of a type-setting machine is a good possi

bility.

Since visual selection is necessary, speed is limited as

compared to the possibility of touch-typing as In the case of

the English language typewriters. Also, when words are impressed

both by parts and in whole, uniformity of sizes of words typed

is not satisfactorily obtained by the present machine.

For the purpose of designing a Chinese typewriter and the

like, a coding system must be decided upon; which is best based

on the physical appearance of each character so that the opera

tor needs only to observe and to deduce the code with a minimum

of mental effort. Lin's method and the Four-corner system were

the best attempts along this direction. Another logical coding

method is a stroke sequence system or a derivative thereof.

It seems that for the minimum amount of commonly used char

acters five digits or keys should be sufficient to describe each

word without duplication. Readers must be reminded that many

Chinese scholars have tried without much success to devise an

improved system for the entire language. Since the problem on

hand is limited to only a few thousand of the commonly used

words, one of the above systems may be employed directly.
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Combination of one or more of these systems may be possible;

however, attempts to devise an entirely new system such as Lin

did may be futile.
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